Governing Board Meeting
1:00 PM–3:30 PM, May 6, 2019
Location
Confluence Technology Center
285 Technology Center Way #102
Wenatchee, WA 98801

TIME AGENDA ITEM

Call-in Details
Conference Dial-in Number:
(408) 638-0968 or (646) 876-9923
Meeting ID: 429 968 472#
Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://zoom.us/j/429968472

PROPOSED ACTIONS

ATTACHMENTS

1:00 PM Introductions – Barry Kling
• Board Roll Call
• Review of Agenda & Declaration of
Conflicts
• Public Comment
1:10 PM Approval of April Minutes – Barry Kling Motion:
Approval of April Minutes

•

Agenda

•

Minutes

1:15 PM Executive Director’s Update – Senator
Parlette
• Summit Recap
• Board retreat survey

• Executive Director’s Report

Information

PAGE
1-2

3
4-5

1:20 PM Treasurer’s Report – Brooklyn Holton
Motion:
• Shared Domain 1 Partner Payment • Approval of monthly financial
report
Approval
• Approval of Shared Domain 1
Partner Payments
1:30 PM Board Election – Barry Kling
Motion:
Approval of nomination of Daniel
Angell to the Consumer Board
Seat
1:35 PM Staff Updates – NCACH Staff
Information
• Opioid Conference Summary
Motion: Opioid Project Budget
• WPCC Update
Adjustment
• Capacity Development Update
• TCDI – EMS Update
2:05 PM Pathways HUB Update – Kayelee Miller Information

• Monthly Financial Report
• Motion form – Shared Domain
1 Partner Payment Approval

• HUB Update

29-32

2:15 PM •
•

• CHI Meeting Minutes
• CHI Community Initiatives
Funding Update

33-40
41

Information
CHI Update – CHI Board Seats
CHI Community Initiatives Funding
Update – Sahara Suval
2:30 PM Wenatchee Supportive Housing
Information
Community, Catholic Charities
Presentation – Holly Anderson
3:00 PM Evaluation Activities – Caroline Tillier & Information
Allen Cheadle, CCHE
3:20 PM Round Table – All

6-9
10-12

13
• Motion form – Nomination of
Daniel Angell to the Consumer
Board Seat
• Bio - Daniel Angell
14
15-28
• Staff Updates
• Motion Form – Opioid Project (18-19)
Budget Adjustment

• Presentation
• Program Evaluation
Update

Separate
Attach
42-45

A Handy Guide to Acronyms within the Medicaid Transformation Project
ACA: Affordable Care Act

MAT: Medication Assisted Treatment

ACH: Accountable Community of Health

MCO: Managed Care Organization

ACO: Accountable Care Organization

MH: Mental Health

AI/AN: American Indian/Alaska Native

MOU: Memorandum of Understanding

ASO: Administrative Service Organization

MTP: Medicaid Transformation Project(s)

BAA: Business Associate Agreement

NCACH: North Central Accountable Community of
Health

BH: Behavioral Health

NCECC: North Central Emergency Care Council

BLS: Basic Life Skills

OHSU: Oregon Health & Science University

CBO: Community-Based Organization
CCHE: Center for Community Health and Evaluation
CCMI: Centre for Collaboration Motivation and
Innovation

OHWC: Okanogan Healthcare Workforce Collaborative
OTN: Opioid Treatment Network
P4P: Pay for Performance

CCS: Care Coordination Systems

P4R: Pay for Reporting

CHI: Coalition for Health Improvement

PCS: Pathways Community Specialist

CHW: Community Health Worker

PHSKC: Public Health Seattle King County

CMS: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

RFP: Request for Proposals

CMT: Collective Medical Technologies

SDOH: Social Determinants of Health

CP: Change Plans

SSP/SEP: Syringe Services Program / Syringe Exchange
Program

CPTS: Community Partnership for Transition Solutions
CSSA: Community Specialist Services Agency

SUD: Substance Use Disorder

DOH: Department of Health
DSRIP: Delivery System Reform Incentive Program
EDie: Emergency Dept. Information Exchange
EMS: Emergency Medical Services

SMI: Serious Mental Illness

TCDI: Transitional Care and Diversion Interventions
VBP: Value-Based Payments
WPCC: Whole Person Care Collaborative

FIMC: Fully Integrated Managed Care
FCS: Foundational Community Supports
HCA: Health Care Authority
HIT/HIE: Health Information Technology / Health
Information Exchange
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Governing Board Meeting
April 1, 2019 2:45 PM – 3:30 PM

Location
CTC
285 Technology Center Way
Wenatchee WA 98801

Attendees
Governing Board Members Present: Blake Edwards, rick Hourigan, Doug Wilson, Rosalinda Kibby, Scott Graham, David Olson, Michelle Price, Barry Kling, Ken Sterner,
Courtney Ward, Ray Eickmeyer, Brooklyn Holton, Kyle Kellum, Nancy Nash, Molly Morris
Governing Board Members Absent: Carlene Anders, Senator Warnick
Public Attendance: Kathleen O’Conner, Chris Tippett, Jill Thompson, Laurel Lee, Jerry Perez, John Doyle, Leah Becknell, Deb Miller, Loretta Stover, Paul Hadley, Kelsey
Gust
NCACH Staff: Linda Parlette, John Schapman, Caroline Tillier, Wendy Brzezny, Christal Eshelman, Tanya Gleason, Sahara Suval, Mariah Brown, Heather Smith, Teresa
Davis – Minutes

Agenda Item

Minutes

•

Declaration of Conflicts
Public Comment

•

•

Approval of Minutes

 Brooklyn Holton moved, Rick Hourigan seconded the motion to approve the March Minutes, motion passed

•

Executive Directors
Report

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Conflicts of Interest: None
Public Comment: FYSPRT Meeting tonight

Summit April 12th in Moses Lake
ACH’s hired consulting firm – Artemis. Meeting with them April 15th in Portland.
Convened a large group to look at the continuum of care on April 28th at the Sleep Center in Wenatchee. We are going to try to
meet once a quarter. Next meeting will be Okanogan County, then Grant County the following quarter.
Brooklyn asked if this group is connected with the CPTS group that is already going on. Not yet, but once we establish the
purpose, we may combine and connect.
Updated community action plans will be presented next month from the Opioid Conference.
Courtney asked how the Inter local meeting was established. Senator Parlette stated that it was a requirement from the
legislation passed in 2018 which moved the Department of Behavioral Health and Recovery (DBHR) into the Health Care
Authority (HCA). Many of the requirements in the new law have already been met since NCW was a middle adopter. NCACH is
interested in learning where the gaps are in the “continuum of care” across our four county region. Courtney suggested that
the MCO’s contribute to the future agendas.

•

Treasurers Report

Brooklyn Holton presented the monthly financial report. The increase in Drugs and Medicine is due to Narcan purchases which
the MCO’s are sponsoring and will be showing up as revenue soon. The furniture increase is due to new hires, we will not be
expecting more hires this year.
• OHSU is above budget due to the consulting on the CHI contract and the help with discussion around the future of the ACH.
• Kyle asked how far over we are on the OHSU contract. We are not over, we are just spending faster than expected. John is
monitoring closely to keep within budget.
 Scott Graham moved, Michelle Price seconded the motion to approve the monthly financial report, motion passed.

•

Other Updates

•

•

John noted on the VBP and Multi Payer Model – please email the comments and suggestions to us so that we can share them
with HCA.

1
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Executive Director’s Report – May 2019
April was another month of rapid movement for NCACH. Following
March’s highly successful NCW Opioid Response Conference, Pathways to
Prevention, we hosted our Annual Summit in Moses Lake. Nearly 200
partners, community members, and providers joined us for a day of
inspiration, action, and learning. We were fortunate to welcome
internationally recognized health equity expert, john a. powell [sic], as our keynote speaker. One
of the things I most appreciate about Dr. powell is his ability to break down very complex (and
often contentious) issues of systemic inequity into a framework that resonates with everyone:
othering and belonging. Dr. powell believes that the root of most inequities come from ‘othering’
groups of people in our systems and institutions. And, that by creating systems that are inclusive,
or foster a sense of belonging, we can mitigate and address several of the inequities that exist in
our current healthcare and societal systems.
This sense of belonging is so important to the work that we do here at NCACH. An
authentic system of whole person health is a system where everyone fundamentally belongs. It
reminds me of my work as a legislator, where it is critical for our constituents to be heard. It was
just as important for me, as a legislator from a rural area, to make sure that those voices were
heard in Olympia. While presenting at the local Family Youth Systems and Partner Round Table
(FYSPRT) meeting on April 1, I shared some stories from my time as a Senator, including the time
that I was approached by a local citizen whose child experienced a traumatic injury from a boating
accident when their boat was struck by another whose operator was under the influence. At that
time, there was no legislation in Washington State addressing boating under the influence.
However, because that parent reached out to me, I was able to introduce the State’s first boating
under the influence legislation that eventually became a law. It goes to show that contacting your
legislators makes a difference – and that every voice matters.
We operate under this same philosophy at NCACH. We believe every voice matters. Much
of this Transformation work has been carried out by community partners, and will continue to be
perpetuated by these same partners after the Transformation period is over. This is why NCACH
staff spend so much time in the field with partners, because we recognize that our Transformation
efforts are only as effective as the support we offer to our partners. I recently attended a series of
WPCC site visits with Wendy, Heather, and Mariah, including The Center for Alcohol and Drug
Treatment, Lake Chelan Community Hospital, Grant Integrated Services, Columbia Basin Health
Association, and Cascade Medical Center. These site visits allow us to really learn from our
partners on the ground so that we can remain responsive to the needs of our community as the
Transformation continues to incentivize rapid change and development. NCACH isn’t the only one
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who benefits from these site visits and feedback; our fellow ACHs across the state and the Health
Care Authority are also learning from providers engaged in Transformation activities all across
Washington.
At the most recent ACH Executive Directors’ meeting, hosted on April 15, we discussed the
creation of a cross-ACH collaborative. The Executive Directors began working on a draft charter
and agreed that the collaborative will focus much of its work on Health Information Technology /
Health Information Exchange (HIT/HIE) and long-term sustainability for 2019. I hope to have more
to share at the upcoming Governing Board retreat in late May, as sustainability is currently an
important topic for NCACH.
Looking ahead this month, NCACH will be hosting our first ever Evidence-based Dental Pain
Care conference in Wenatchee on May 3rd. This conference has been possible through the efforts
of the Regional Opioid Stakeholder’s Workgroup, as well as several partners committed to
responsible opioid prescribing and management across the State. In addition to the conference,
we will also be resuming strategic planning discussions with the NCACH staff and Governing Board
at the end of the month. As these important conversations continue, I am ever encouraged by all
of you who remain dedicated to building a healthier and inclusive region, together.

Charge on!
Linda Evans Parlette, Executive Director
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NCACH Funding & Expense Summary Sheet
CDHD ACCOUNT

SIM/Design/Misc
Funds Received

Funding Source
SIM Funding*

SIM/Design/Misc
Funds Expended

FINANCIAL EXECUTOR FUNDS

SIM/Design/Misc
Funds Remaining

$

778,122 $

778,122 $

$
$
$
$
$

1,000,000
5,000,000
226,961
130,474
6,357,436 $

1,717,907 $

Workshop Registration Fees/Misc. Revenue*

$

12,136 $

12,136 $

Narcan Distribution Sponsorship Funds

$

Transformation Project Funding
Original Contract K2296 - Demonstration Phase 1
Original Contract K2296 - Demonstration Phase 2
Transfer from FE Portal
Interest Earned on Demo Funds
Transformation Total

2,000

NCACH Funds @ FE FE Funds Expended

FE Funds Remaining

-

4,639,529
-

$

2,000

Financial Executor Funding
Project Incentive Funds
Integration Funds
Bonus Funds
DY1 Shared Domain 1 Funds**

Totals

$

7,149,694

$

2,508,165

$

9,269,494 $
5,458,866 $
1,455,842

3,669,445 $
58,422 $
$

$

3,436,951 $

3,436,951 $

4,641,529 $

*A portion of funds in this category were collected when CDHD held the SIM Contract
**Automatically paid out through FE Portal from Health Care Authority and therefore not reflected on Financial Executor budget spreadsheet
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$
$
$

19,621,153

$

7,164,818 $

5,600,049
5,400,444
1,455,842
-

12,456,335

2019 NCACH Budget: Monthly Summary
CDHD Account Expenses
Fiscal Year: Jan 1, 2019 - Dec 31, 2019
Total Budgeted

Salary & Benefits
Supplies
Office
Drugs and Medicines
Furniture < $500
Books, References, & Videos
Software
Computer Hardware
Services
Legal Services
Computer
^ Misc. & Contracts
Mileage
Professional Travel and Training
Conference - Program Meals/Lodging
Other (Train/Plane/Boat/Parking)
Advertising - Newspapers
Advertising - Other
Insurance
Printing - Office
Printing - Copier
Dues and Memberships
Subscriptions
Other Expenditures
CDHD Hosting Fee 15%

$

983,205 $

78,567 $

215,453

$
$
$
$
$
$

9,420 $
15,100 $
2,400
3,000
6,000

639 $
103 $
$
$
$
$

2,423
7,603
1,411
284
3,429

26%
50%
59%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4
5,000
2,236
877
2,602
1,171
6,584
283
2,246
2,889
158
4,557
38,881
298,091
% of Fiscal Year

0%
0%
18%
3%
5%
6%
11%
0%
83%
0%
4%
16%
88%
24%
3%
18%
18%
25%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
Grand total $

8,400
16,140
27,500
81,760
16,800
40,750
10,200
3,800
7,900
5,700
7,900
13,700
3,300
658
165,349
212,322
1,641,305

Mar-19

$
$
$
$

2,236
734
614
952

$

5,772

$
283
$
730
$
11
$
158
$
1,595
$ 13,859
$ 106,254

Totals YTD

% Expended YTD
to Budget
22%

Budget Line Item
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9%
57%

FE Portal Account Expenses
Fiscal Year: Jan 1, 2019 - Dec 31, 2019
Budget Line Item

Total Budgeted

Operations
OHSU
Program Evaluation (TBD)
Program Evaluation (Pathways Hub)
Public Health Seattle King County(Data)
Xpio
Feldsman Tucker Leifer Fidell LLP
* Asset Mapping (TBD)
Workforce Development
Communications and Outreach
Training (TBD)
Lead Agencies (CHIs)
* CHI Partner Payments
Whole Person Care Collaborative
^ Qualis Health
Shift Results
CCMI - Advising
Learning Activities
CSI - portal & TA
Learning Community - fixed
Learning Community - variable
Pathways Hub
Community Choice - Hub Lead Agency
Transitional Care and Diversion Intervention
Confluence Health (TCM Trainer)
Add Hospital Contractor Payment (TBD)
EMS Contractor Payments(TBD)
TCDI Hospital Partner Funds
EMS Partners Payments
Emerging Initiatives Approval (CCOW)
* Other TCDI Initiatives
Opioid Project
Rapid Cycle Applications
Public Awareness Contract
School Based Prevention Contracts
* Other Opioid Initiatives (TBD)
Grand total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

72,000
60,000
60,000
24,000
20,000
40,000
52,800
41,000

$
$
$

10,000
150,000
450,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

215,710
53,820
186,000
246,640
75,992
1,080,000
2,080,000

$

1,426,612

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

55,000
20,000
60,000
234,626
240,000
20,000
370,000

$
$
$
$
$

100,000
30,000
50,000
15,000
7,539,200

Total Budget $

9,180,505

Mar-19
$8,252

Totals YTD

% Expended YTD to
Budget

$33,413
$0
$0
$0
$350
$7,500
$0
$0

46%
0%
0%
0%
2%
19%
0%
0%

$0
$34,269
$0

0%
23%
0%

$1,484
$257,500
$70,000

$0
$30,692
$0
$13,782
$6,150
$257,500
$70,000

0%
57%
0%
6%
8%
24%
3%

$75,000

$75,000

5%

$116,882

$0
$0
$0
$116,882
$0
$0
$0

0%
0%
0%
50%
0%
0%
0%

$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$556,212
$655,537
% of Fiscal Year

10%
0%
0%
0%
9%
17%

$7,246

$19,849

$ 662,466

$ 953,628

10%

"*" asterisks - This means a line item will need to go back to the Board in 2019 for further approval prior to any funds being expended.
"^" Budget Amendment Occurred in 2019
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Budget Amendments - 2019
Date
Amendment
01.07.19 Motion to approve an increase of $116,425 to the current 2019 budget amount allocated to the Qualis Health Contract to include contracting for HIT
technical assistance, This will bring the total budgeted amount for the Qualis Health contract to a maximum (up to) amount of $215,710 in 2019.
03.04.19 Motion to approve $13,500 to allocate for a contracted vendor to support Executive Director coordination and support between the nine ACHs in
2019.
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Board Decision Form
TOPIC: Payments to “Shared Domain 1 Partners” as part of Washington State Intergovernmental
Transfer payment mechanism
PURPOSE: Approve distribution of North Central Accountable Communities of Health Shared
Domain 1 Incentive funding
BOARD ACTION:

Information Only
Board Motion to approve/disapprove
BACKGROUND:
Summary of IGT Strategy:
• The Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS) approved 2 funding sources for the
Transformation project: Designated State Health Programs (DSHP) and Intergovernmental
Transfers (IGT). NCACH approved the current IGT strategy funding concept and is
approving a second payment to IGT contributors and their partners.
Background on Distribution of Shared Domain 1 Investment Funds:
• Part of the IGT arrangement is that our region will approve money twice a year to IGT
contributors and their partners.
• The approved $913,327 will flow through the Financial Executor in an account held for
NCACH funding designated for Shared Domain 1 Investments.
• The Governing Board will approve release of these dollars in May 2019 which will be
distributed to Shared Domain 1 Partners based on the following process:
o Dollars will go into the account under the Shared Domain 1 Investment category from
HCA
o Once those dollars go into the account under the Shared Domain 1 Investment
category, the pre-approval of the Governing Board will cause the Financial Executor
to automatically release those dollars to the Share Domain 1 partners
• Board approval allows release of dollars from the Shared Domain 1 Investment category
(Dollars in the NCACH Project Incentives, FIMC, VBP, and High Performance Pool
categories will not be affected)
• If the release of dollars to Shared Domain 1 Partners is not approved, this will affect the
Project Incentive Funds associated with the IGT strategy that is going to NCACH
• NCACH, IGT contributors, and HCA continue to work together on a plan to address Shared
Domain 1 initiatives that is a mutually beneficial for all parties.
PROPOSAL:

Motion to approve the payment of $913,327 to partnering providers as allocated under the NCACH
column of the Shared Domain 1 Investments worksheet to be distributed when the funding is placed
in the NCACH account under the Shared Domain 1 Investment Category held by the Financial
Executor.
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IMPACT/OPPORTUNITY (fiscal and programmatic):
Intergovernmental Transfer payments is one way that the Washington State Medicaid Transformation
Project is funded. Approval of these payments ensures that this process stays on track. If an ACH
does not approve their portion of the payment, then all ACHs will see a decrease in total available
funds available through the Medicaid Transformation Project.
TIMELINE:
• May 6th, 2019: NCACH Board approves payment to partnering providers
• May 2019: Shared Domain 1 incentives are distributed to partners in the Financial Executor
portal.
RECOMMENDATION:
Approve above motion

Submitted By:
Submitted Date:

John Schapman
05.06.19

Attachments:
• Consolidated Partnering Provider Achievement Report
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Consolidated Partnering Provider Achievement Report - Demonstration Year 2 (July through December 2018)
ACH Name
Shared Domain 1 Incentives

Better Health Together Cascade Pacific Action Alliance
Greater Columbia
HealthierHere North Central North Sound Olympic Community of Health
Pierce County SWACH
$2,009,321
$1,826,655
$2,557,318
$4,018,642
$913,327
$2,739,983
$730,663
$2,191,986
$1,278,659
Earned Funds

Earned Funds

Earned Funds

Earned Funds

Earned Funds

EVERGREEN HEALTHCARE
VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
ASSOCIATION OF WA PUBLIC HOSPITAL DISTRICTS - TRANSFORMATION POOL
SKAGIT REGIONAL HEALTH
OLYMPIC MEDICAL CENTER
WHIDBEYHEALTH- GENERAL HOSPITAL
GRAYS HARBOR COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
JEFFERSON HEALTHCARE- GENERAL HC
ISLAND HOSPITAL
MASON GENERAL HOSPITAL
SAMARITAN HEALTHCARE- HOSPITAL
KITTITAS VALLEY HEALTHCARE- COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
PULLMAN REGIONAL HOSPITAL
PROSSER MEMORIAL HEALTH- HOSPITAL
SNOQUALMIE VALLEY HOSPITAL
SUMMIT PACIFIC- MEDICAL CENTER
COULEE MEDICAL CENTER
NEWPORT HOSPITAL & HS- COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
MID VALLEY HOSPITAL
WHITMAN HOSPITAL AND MC
FORKS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
LAKE CHELAN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
MORTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
OCEAN BEACH HOSPITAL & CLINICS
LINCOLN HOSPITAL
KLICKITAT VALLEY HEALTH
NORTH VALLEY HOSPITAL
WILLAPA HARBOR HOSPITAL
SKYLINE HOSPITAL
DAYTON GENERAL-COLUMBIA COUNTY HS
COLUMBIA BASIN HOSPITAL
CASCADE MEDICAL CENTER
OTHELLO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
THREE RIVERS HOSPITAL
VERDANT HEALTH COMMISSION* (NPSR based on 2016 data)
FERRY COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ODESSA MEMORIAL HEALTHCARE CENTER- HOSPITAL
EAST ADAMS RURAL HEALTHCARE- HOSPITAL
QUINCY VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
GARFIELD COUNTY- MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MCKAY HEALTHCARE & REHAB
PH UNITED GENERAL- SKAGIT CO. PHD
PH PEACE ISLAND MEDICAL CENTER- SAN JUAN PHD#1
KITTITAS VALLEY HEALTHCARE-EMS PHD#2
LOPEZ ISLAND HOSPITAL DISTRICT- CLINIC
ORCAS ISLAND HEALTHCARE DIST
POINT ROBERTS CLINIC
SKAMANIA COUNTY PHD #1- EMS
STILLY VALLEY HEALTH
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

Partnering Provider

Earned Funds
$176,820
$176,820
$14,708
$5,831
$3,320
$1,904
$1,859
$1,846
$1,795
$1,763
$1,468
$1,352
$1,211
$855
$646
$544
$527
$559
$555
$502
$496
$487
$462
$436
$429
$413
$396
$367
$340
$326
$300
$268
$272
$251
$227
$200
$139
$131
$127
$114
$358
$55
$55
$55
$55
$55
$55
$55
$55
$1,607,457

Earned Funds
$160,746
$160,746
$13,371
$5,301
$3,018
$1,731
$1,690
$1,679
$1,632
$1,603
$1,334
$1,229
$1,101
$777
$588
$495
$479
$508
$505
$456
$451
$443
$420
$396
$390
$375
$360
$334
$309
$296
$272
$244
$247
$228
$206
$182
$127
$119
$115
$103
$325
$50
$50
$50
$50
$50
$50
$50
$50
$1,461,324

Earned Funds
$225,044
$225,044
$18,719
$7,421
$4,226
$2,424
$2,366
$2,350
$2,285
$2,244
$1,868
$1,720
$1,541
$1,088
$823
$693
$671
$711
$707
$639
$632
$620
$588
$555
$545
$525
$504
$467
$432
$415
$381
$342
$346
$320
$289
$254
$177
$167
$161
$145
$455
$70
$70
$70
$70
$70
$70
$70
$70
$2,045,854

$353,641
$353,641
$29,416
$11,662
$6,640
$3,808
$3,718
$3,693
$3,590
$3,526
$2,935
$2,703
$2,421
$1,709
$1,293
$1,088
$1,055
$1,118
$1,111
$1,004
$993
$974
$925
$872
$857
$826
$792
$734
$679
$652
$599
$537
$544
$502
$454
$399
$279
$263
$253
$227
$715
$110
$110
$110
$110
$110
$110
$110
$110
$3,214,914

$80,373
$80,373
$6,686
$2,651
$1,509
$866
$845
$839
$816
$801
$667
$614
$550
$388
$294
$247
$240
$254
$252
$228
$226
$221
$210
$198
$195
$188
$180
$167
$154
$148
$136
$122
$124
$114
$103
$91
$63
$60
$58
$52
$162
$25
$25
$25
$25
$25
$25
$25
$25
$730,662

$241,119
$241,119
$20,057
$7,952
$4,527
$2,597
$2,535
$2,518
$2,448
$2,404
$2,001
$1,843
$1,651
$1,165
$881
$742
$719
$762
$757
$684
$677
$664
$630
$594
$584
$563
$540
$501
$463
$445
$409
$366
$371
$343
$309
$272
$190
$179
$173
$155
$488
$75
$75
$75
$75
$75
$75
$75
$75
$2,191,986

$64,299
$64,299
$5,349
$2,121
$1,208
$692
$676
$671
$653
$641
$534
$491
$440
$311
$235
$198
$192
$203
$202
$182
$180
$177
$168
$158
$156
$150
$144
$133
$123
$119
$109
$98
$99
$91
$82
$73
$51
$48
$46
$41
$130
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$584,530

$192,895
$192,895
$16,046
$6,362
$3,622
$2,077
$2,028
$2,014
$1,958
$1,924
$1,601
$1,474
$1,321
$932
$705
$594
$575
$610
$606
$547
$541
$531
$504
$475
$467
$450
$432
$400
$371
$356
$327
$293
$297
$274
$248
$218
$152
$143
$138
$124
$390
$60
$60
$60
$60
$60
$60
$60
$60
$1,753,589

$112,522
$112,522
$9,360
$3,710
$2,112
$1,212
$1,183
$1,175
$1,142
$1,122
$934
$860
$770
$544
$411
$346
$336
$356
$353
$319
$316
$310
$294
$277
$273
$263
$252
$234
$216
$208
$191
$171
$173
$160
$144
$127
$89
$84
$81
$72
$228
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$1,022,927

Shared Domain 1 Incentives Total

$2,009,321

$1,826,655

$2,557,318

$4,018,642

$913,327

$2,739,983

$730,663

$2,191,986

$1,278,659

Final incentive amounts are contingent upon all nine ACHs providing final approval for their portion of the shared domain 1 incentives and full IGT contribution.
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Board Decision Form
TOPIC: Consumer NCACH Board Seat
PURPOSE: Nomination of Daniel Angell to fill Consumer Board position
BOARD ACTION:
Information Only
Board Motion to approve/disapprove

BACKGROUND:
PROPOSAL:
The Executive Committee Serving at the Nominating Committee nominates Daniel Angell to
fill the Consumer Board Seat on the NCACH Board effective 05/06/2019
IMPACT/OPPORTUNITY (fiscal and programmatic):
Daniel will fulfill the Consumer Seat with an initial expiration date of 12/31/2019 (which is
the expiration of the term previously held by Tyler Paris).
TIMELINE:
As soon as possible
RECOMMENDATION:
To approve the nomination of Daniel Angell for the Consumer Board Seat on the NCACH
Governing Board.

Submitted By:
Submitted Date:

NCACH Executive Committee
05/06/2019
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My name is Daniel Angell, I am 31 years old and have
been a resident of Okanogan County since 2001. I've
also been a Primary Care, Mental Health, and SUD
Services consumer in Chelan and Okanogan County
during that time.
I currently am the Community Liaison for the Central
Washington Recovery Coalition, as well as a member of
the Behavioral Health Advisory Board. I also participate in the FEP scoring
committee. I am very passionate when it comes to advancing Mental Health
Wellness and Substance Use Recovery. I'm also very hopeful for the benefits that
Preventive and Integrated Care will have for the State as well as for its
consumers.
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NCACH Project Workgroup Update
Regional Opioid Stakeholders Workgroup
May, 2019
Key Meeting Outcomes










The NCW Opioid Response Conference was held on March 15th at 10 sites
throughout the region. There 325 attendees. 13 Action Plans were developed and
there were 24 project ideas. 111 Narcan kits were distributed to attendees at the
post-conference Narcan training. The total cost for the conference, excluding the
cost of Narcan kits was $3,233. Including the cost of the Narcan kits was $11,052,
which was offset by $4,000 in sponsorships from the Managed Care Organizations
and BH-ASO in the region. Conference evaluations had very high scores with 97.7%
of participants saying they would return to a NCW Opioid Response Conference.
Additional information will be provided with the Conference Summary Report.
Given the success of the Opioid Response Conference which utilized the distributed
conference model, the Workgroup discussed and agreed that it would be more
prudent to distribute funding to community partners rather than fund an in-person
Fall Opioid Summit ($40,000 was allocated to this event). NCACH staff is currently
evaluating holding the next Opioid Response Conference in the fall 2019 or in the
spring of 2020 which will utilize the distributed conference model.
The Evidence-based Dental Pain Care Conference is scheduled for May 3rd. As of
April 29th, there are 90 dentists registered for this event. The agenda for the
conference is attached. Attendees will receive 4 hours of continuing education
hours.
NCACH received 5 applications for the most recent round of the Rapid Cycle
Application requesting a total $48,099.23. The applications are currently being
reviewed.
School-based Opioid Prevention: The Workgroup endorsed issuing and RFP for up to
$20,000 per area (Chelan/Douglas, Grant, and Okanogan) which would include the
following:
o Assessment of school-based opioid prevention efforts at all school districts in
the area;

Prepared by: Christal Eshelman
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o
o

Financial (and administrative) support for student led prevention projects;
and,
Development of 2020-2021 Project/Work Plan and budget that includes
engagement with new school partners.

As funding allows, applicants may apply funding toward school-based opioid
prevention efforts. NCACH will encourage partners to develop one application per
area.
This does require an additional $10,000 school-based opioid prevention efforts than
previously allocated. This adjustment can be made while still keeping within the
overall 2019 project budget of $300,000.
The Workgroup acknowledged that this will require allocating funding (~$30,000 per
area) in 2020 and 2021 for implementing project plan, which would be considered
non-competitive continuing funding.
Tentatively planning to release the RFP by May 13th with applications due May 31st
and the funding period being July 15 – December 31, 2019.


NCACH staff is supporting a Narcan Training event held by the Central Washington
Recovery Coalition on May 15th at the Confluence Sleep Center.

Upcoming Meetings
May 3rd
May 17
August 6-9
August 16

Evidence-based Dental Pain Care Conference
Regional Opioid Stakeholders Workgroup
Region 10 Opioid Summit: http://region10opioidsummit.org/
Regional Opioid Stakeholders Workgroup

Attachments
1. Evidence-based Dental Pain Care Conference Agenda

Prepared by: Christal Eshelman
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Evidence-based Dental Pain Care:
New Opioid Prescribing Guideline and Rules from Washington State
Date:

May 3, 2019

Time:

Registration: 8:30 am to 9:00 am
Conference: 9:00 am to 1:30 pm

Agenda
Time Min Lead

Location:

Confluence Technology Center
285 Technology Center Way
Wenatchee, WA 98801

Topic

9:00

5

Malcolm Butler, MD

Welcome by the Chair of the Regional Opioid
Stakeholders Workgroup

9:05

10

Senator Linda Parlette

Address by the North Central Accountable Community
of Health Executive Director

9:15

45

Gary Franklin, MD, MPH

The Opioid Epidemic: Overview and a Look to the
Future

10:00

45

Jennifer Santiago, Sara Staley, and Massa Prescription Monitoring Program and Dental Opioid
Mathis
Prescribing Rules

10:45

10

Break

10:55

60

Rolf Christensen, DDS

Highlights of the 2017 Bree/AMDG Dental Guideline
on Prescribing Opioids for Acute Pain Management
and pearls on clinical prescribing

11:55

10

Jennifer Santiago, Sara Staley,
Massa Mathis, and Rolf
Christensen, DDS

Q&A Panel: Prescription Monitoring Program, Dental
Opioid Prescribing Rules, and Dental Guideline on
Prescribing Opioids

12:05

20

Lunch
Moderator: Theresa Madden,
DDS, MS, PhD

Afternoon Panel:

Chris Rimbey

Addiction and Recovery: A Personal Story

Panelists:
Amy Cook, DDS
Rolf Christensen, DDS
Theresa Madden, DDS, MS, PhD
Brett Pack, DMD
Jeff Hinckley, DMD

Lessons from the Front Line – Managing Acute Dental
Pain in Various Practice Settings
• How dentists can help mitigate the opioid
epidemic
• How the guideline is used in managing acute
pain
• How to integrate PMP into your practice
workflow, triggers for checking the PMP

Malcolm Butler, MD

Summary and Closing Remarks

12:25

60

1:25

5

1:30

Adjourn

All participants will receive up to 4 hours of free dental CE, a copy of the 2017 Bree/AMDG Dental Guidelines on
Prescribing Opioids for Acute Pain Management, a one-page summary of the guideline and the Prescribing
Opioids for Postoperative Pain – Supplemental Guidance!
In Partnership with:
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Board Decision Form
TOPIC: Opioid Project Budget Adjustment
PURPOSE: To adjust the allocation of funding to strategies defined in the 2019 Opioid
Project Plan
BOARD ACTION:
Information Only
Board Motion to approve/disapprove

BACKGROUND:
On September 10, 2018, the Governing Board approved the 2019 Opioid Project Plan with
allocations of funding to strategies within the Opioid Project. Below are the approved
strategies and amounts allocated:

Based on overwhelmingly positive feedback to the March 15th NCW Opioid Response
Conference utilizing the Distributed Conference Model, the Opioid Workgroup proposes to
cancel the Opioid Response Conference scheduled for the fall in a traditional conference
model or change it to a Distributed Conference Model. The Opioid Workgroup proposes that
the funding allocated to the fall conference would be better utilized by supporting project
implementation and expansion of other strategies. The Workgroup proposes to tentatively
change the traditional conference to a Distributed Conference in the fall with $10,000
budgeted for the conference and to increase the amount allocated to the School-based
Prevention by $10,000, to a total of $60,000 (in order to distributed $20,000 to each of
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TOTAL

Strategy

Budget

Recovery

OD Prevention

Treatment

Prevention

Chelan/Douglas, Grant, and Okanogan Counties). All strategies above are currently within
budget.
PROPOSAL:
Approval of the adjusted Opioid Project Budget as presented below (note proposed changes
are in bold type).

Rapid Cycle Opioid Application
North Central Opioid Response Spring Conference – DCM
North Central Opioid Response Fall Conference – DCM
Dissemination of Dental Prescribing Guidelines
Increase Awareness of Opioid Use and Addiction & Reduce
Stigma
School-based Prevention
Naloxone Training and Distribution
Recovery Initiatives and Events

$100,000
$10,000
$10,000
$15,000
$30,000
$60,000
$20,000
$20,000
$265,000

There is $35,000 of funding that is currently allocated to the Opioid Project but unaccounted
for in the current project plan. This funding will continue to be available for emerging
initiatives in 2019.
IMPACT/OPPORTUNITY (fiscal and programmatic):
This adjustment to the 2019 Opioid Project Budget is budget neutral and will not impact the
overall amount of funding for the Opioid Project in 2019. All strategies are currently and
projected to stay within budget. This change will allow NCACH to better support our
partners in implementation, through funding and/or other opportunities, of the Opioid
Project.
TIMELINE:
This change will take effect immediately. NCACH staff would like to issue and RFP for the
School-based Prevention project on or about May 13th.
RECOMMENDATION:

Submitted By:
Submitted Date:
Staff Sponsor:

Regional Opioid Stakeholders Workgroup
05/06/2019
Christal Eshelman
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NCACH Project Workgroup Update

Key Updates

Whole Person Care Collaborative
March & April 2019

Learning Activities Update
• Evaluation surveys are sent out after every learning activity. Please see attached for the results
of our previous learning activities
• WPCC funded partners were surveyed to better understand their interests and capacity for
future learning activities. We want to ensure that we are meeting the needs of the WPCC.
• Upcoming Learning Activities
o May 8th: Team Roles in Primary Care Integration for Behavioral Health (joint workshop
with Better Health Together, ACH in Spokane), Moses Lake, WA
o May 30th: Person and Family Voice in Quality Improvement, Wenatchee, WA
o June 10-13: Motivational Interviewing Train the Trainer, Wenatchee, WA – we are
building capacity within our region. All participants are required to host a training that
will include NCACH partners
o June 5th: Team-Based Care Learning and Action Network, virtual
General Updates
• Conducting site visits with each of our funded partners, giving them the opportunity to express
successes and challenges of practice transformation. We are also eliciting feedback on the VBP
discussion during these site visits.
• Practice Facilitators have been introduced to most of their practices. They are being invited by
the different organizations to participate in various meetings.
• We are apportioning a time during the WPCC meeting for Peer Sharing. Catholic Charities shared
their Crisis intervention data during the April meeting and Family Health Centers will be sharing
on how they plan to spread their WPCC work throughout all of their clinics.

Prepared by: Wendy Brzezny
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Learning Activity Evaluation
Primary Care into Behavioral Health LAN
Highlights
QI and work on project flow.

How likely are you to recommend this workshop to
your colleagues?

Learning about flow charts and how to make sense out of PDSA Cycles.
Learning that others are going through this same type of work, encountering same
struggles, and seeing an infrastructure to put the work into
Dr. Kern framed the work so well, and really inspired us to see the value of
addressing chronic healthcare issues in a behavioral health setting. The whole team
provided great suggestions for working to improve patient care and health
outcomes.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

Total Individual
Participants

47

How confident are you that you can use the skills
from this workshop?

Digging into the workflows.
Hearing about other organizations success and failure stories.

Advice for LAN improvement
Better sound quality.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

“I intend to use the skills I learned in this workshop
in my practice.”

At times, I was confused by the differences in our system compared to other BH
providers.
1.5 hours is a long meeting; prefer 1 hour
I would have liked a few more LAN sessions. We got through the planning,
development and first PDSA cycles, but having sessions "down the road" to discuss
experiences and to get recommendations post implementation would be great.
I think it would help to determine at what point in the integration process people
are and do work specific to that timeframe.

Participating
Organizations
Catholic Charities
Children’s Home Society of
Washington

Confluence Health

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

“I am satisfied with the LAN.”

1
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3
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6
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Grant Integrated Services
Okanogan Behavioral Health
Care
The Center for Alcohol and
Drug Treatment

Learning Activity Evaluation

Behavioral Health Care into Primary Care LAN
Highlights
The ability to tie the discussions, our team meetings, and the homework in the
LAN to the tasks and aims of the Change Plan.

How likely are you to recommend this
workshop to your colleagues?

Good webinars and experts. I had improved insight into various aspects of BH
into PCP integration

Cascade Medical
Columbia Basin Family
Medicine
Columbia Basin Health
Association
Columbia Valley Community
Health

Relevant to a current project our facility was working on.
BHI planning where our homework was to address several questions that
addressed things that should be considered in setting up a BHI program in the
clinic. Then, discussing with others what they were doing gave additional food
for thought that we could use in our facility.
Hearing what other clinics goals are and what body of work they are tackling

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Everything
Review our current processes and focus on opportunities to improve current
structure/work flow and consider future development
The team collaboration, and hearing where other sites were at was a big plus

Coulee Medical Center
Family Health Centers

How confident are you that you can use
the skills from this workshop?

Lake Chelan Community Clinic
Mid Valley Clinic
Moses Lake Community
Health Center

Very informative, dedicated presenters
Hearing about the success and missteps that others have had along the
integration journey.

Parkview Medical Group

Hearing other's stories
The ability to tie the discussions, our team meetings, and the homework in the
LAN to the tasks and aims of the Change Plan.

Participating
Organizations

Samaritan Healthcare

1
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Learning Activity Evaluation

Behavioral Health Care into Primary Care LAN
Advice for LAN improvement
More time in the small groups. Perhaps allowing the same small groups to meet
each time, to allow for familiarity. It can be challenging to jump into a conversation
without knowing who you are talking to.

“I intend to use the skills I learned in this
workshop in my practice.”

If we continue to have small group breakouts as part of the LAN, having the
facilitators have something to share or discuss that is in common for the
organizations in the breakout session would likely help get participants sharing and
staying on topic.
The breakouts were a bit clumsy and most of time was spent describing what we
were doing. If these were set up at the beginning of the LAN, we would already have
the background and could delve into the specifics of the breakout more deeply
Ask for input on time and dates of learning activities to find best dates for the
participants to attend.
Early on there were some participants that were asked ahead of time to share what
they had been doing - that usually meant they were better prepared to present.
Later sessions asked for feedback - and while that was also relevant, perhaps
including some insights from organizations on topics that were prepared ahead of
time would have enhanced the discussion.

Total Individual
Participants
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

57
“I am satisfied with the LAN.”

Maybe interval between LANs could be longer than 2 weeks.
One on-site kick off meeting could inspire more team participation
It may be helpful to have questions asked before the meetings, and passed out to
the teams so that the answers can be thought about, instead of being on the spot.
Still allow for off the cuff discussion, as well as more prepared Q&A sessions from
site to site.
Sometimes technical difficulties caused delay

1
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Learning Activity Evaluation
Empanelment Sprint
Highlights
We appreciated gaining an understanding of how to quantify when a panel is
full.

How likely are you to recommend this
workshop to your colleagues?

Just understanding of the process of panels. We have currently changed to
teams in our clinic, challenge at times with changing patients around and
educating everyone of the new process and why.
Learning the 4 cut method for Empanelment and calculating supply for our
PCPs.

Columbia Basin Family
Medicine
Confluence Health

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Breaking down the 4 cut method and generating the actual report from our
EMR. We are already seeing an improvement.

I have tools in my hand and can educate other about what empanelment is
and how it works.

How confident are you that you can
use the skills from this workshop?

Lake Chelan Community Clinic
Moses Lake Community
Health Center
Parkview Medical Group

The step by step approach to delineating panels and the powerful message as
to "why" in the setting of Population health initiative.
Measuring continuity.

Coulee Medical Center
Family Health Centers

Learning the specific methods for panel management size
Learning the process of empanelment.

Participating
Organizations

1
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Learning Activity Evaluation
Empanelment Sprint

Advice for LAN improvement
Having the homework kept us here in the office moving on the project and made us
document our next steps and our expectations. This seemed to make sharing in the
webinars easier as people already had ideas formulated.

“I intend to use the skills I learned
in this workshop in my practice.”

The presentation went well some more fluid than others; all in all was a good process.
Ask for date/times that would work for the Organizations that are interested in joining
the LAN. Some of our Empanelment team members have Fridays off and were not able
to attend the live sessions with the rest of our team.

Total Individual
Participants

I think they are run very well, good IT capabilities and flexibility, good access to teachers.
Survey those in the group to find out what the needs are and do LANS based off those
needs.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

32

For empanelment specifically, I think we needed more time. The classes were too close
together to really go back and try to implement some of the things.
I like the hour vs 90 minute LANS and the noon hour is the best for us in the outpatient
setting. We participated as a team, but the homework often required either one person
or the use of the IT department (not part of the team). Maybe homework that could
engage all the team members more equally. Also, although weekly meetings keeps
engagement up, the homework often could not be accommodated in the week's time
for small entities where everyone is fully booked.

“I am satisfied with the LAN.”

Perhaps two tracks; one more basic and one more advanced - less time, or more in
depth.
Having the homework kept us here in the office moving on the project and made us
document our next steps and our expectations. This seemed to make sharing in the
webinars easier as people already had ideas formulated.
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NCACH Project Workgroup Update
Transitional Care and Diversion Interventions Workgroup
April 2019
Key Updates:
Project/Partner Updates:
Hospital Partner Report:
a. TCDI portal under healthcarecommunities.org webpage was launched for hospital
partners to access resources and training webinars
b. CMT has completed 2 training webinars for Hospital partners to help them better utilize
the Emergency Department Information Exchange (EDie) platform. Trainings are
uploaded to the TCDI Portal on the healthcarecommunities.org webpage.
c. TCDI Quarter 1 2019 reports received. NCACH staff are currently reviewing reports to
provide feedback back to teams and utilize information to help develop upcoming QI
training for partners.
d. WPCC Practice Facilitators and Manager attended onsite training at the Confluence
Health Contact center to better understand the Transitional Care Model
Next Steps:
• QI Training for TCDI hospital partners tentatively scheduled for end of May
• CMT to conduct onsite visits to hospital partners who want EDie training in May
• NCACH is partnering with Confluence to develop TCM billing resources for hospital
partners. Anticipated training offered in June/July
• Workgroup to start discussing a process to evaluate how partners can better coordinate
TCM calls across organizations (Work on this Q3 and Q4 of 2019)

EMS Report: See attached document

TCDI Upcoming Meetings/Key Dates
Event
TCDI Workgroup Meetings
Certified Ambulance Documentation Training (EMS)
TCDI Hospital partner QI Training
Site visits with Hospital Partners and CMT

Date
May 16th
May 17th and 18th
Starts May 28th
Ongoing through May

Attachments:
•

Detailed EMS Report

Prepared by: John Schapman
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EMS Project Update:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

NCECC submitted project management report for Q1 2019. All major reporting
requirements have been completed.
EMS partners submitted initial reports on partner projects under the EMS proposal.
o 9 of 10 EMS agencies chose to participate in project.
Each partner is currently at the initial stages of project implementation.
Each project (identified below) has metrics partners will be tracking to measure success.
NCACH will work with NCECC and partners to refine identified project metrics through
2019.
Some key issues that came out of EMS initial reports are as follows:
o Billing for Community Paramedicine Programs (C.A.R.E.S. Programs):
 Public entities still need additional support understanding the billing
process to receive reimbursement for this work.
 Private entities are still unable to be reimbursed. These entities want to
improve patient care but requires them to be very strategic on how they
progress down this path.
o Alternative Destination Transports:
 There is still a lot of confusion and misunderstanding around
reimbursement for alternative destination transports. A majority of EMS
organizations do not feel that they can get reimbursed for transporting to
Parkside
 The distance to transport patients that are from outside the Wenatchee
area continues to be a concern for EMS partners who do not want to pull
their staff out of service for an extended period of time.
Some Key stats from initial reporting includes:
o 30% of all calls EMS providers went on resulted in no-transport (1483 nontransport calls in Q1 of 2019)
o 10-30% of all transports were for Medicaid clients (Depending on organization)
Based on the high level of non-transports, most EMS agencies choose non-transport
patients as a target group to improve patient care
o Types of focus areas in treat and referral chosen by EMS agencies include:
Agency
Aero Methow Rescue Services
Ballard
Cascade Medical Center
Douglas Okanagan County Fire
District

Prepared by: John Schapman

Treat and Referral Project
Evaluate and connect non-transport patients to primary care
in region for follow up care
Implementing a Fall Prevention Program (SAIL) targeted at
patients who routinely call EMS and do not receive transport
Identifying non-transport high utilizers of the EMS system
and referring those patients to Social Workers at Cascade
Medical Center
Develop a process to identify patients that qualify for services
through Adult and Aging services and create a referral
process to connect them with appropriate providers.

May 1, 2019
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Lake Chelan Community
Hospital
Lifeline
Moses Lake Fire Department
Protection-1 LCC
Waterville EMS

Identify high utilizers of the ED and connect them with
LCCHs comprehensive community paramedicine program
Identify high utilizers of the ED and patients transported who
could have benefitted from transport to alternate
destinations.
Evaluate patient needs (High utilizers) and connect them
with local services (primary care, behavioral health, housing)
within region
Partnering with local hospital(s) to identify high utilizers of
ED and complete in home follow up care post discharge.
Implementing a Fall Prevention Program (SAIL) targeted at
patients who routinely call EMS and do not receive transport

Key Partner Highlights:
NCECC was impressed to see two privately funded EMS entities identify tactics they can employ
to support patients that are not appropriate for the ED. This is especially impressive since
private companies only get reimbursed to transport patients either to the ED or potentially
Parkside (No current reimbursement documented to date). Examples include:
•

•

Ballard Ambulance – Focused on addressing non-transport patients by initiating the
SAILs program, Training staff to transport patients to Parkside as an alternative
destination, and reviewing current health record system for improvements.
Protection 1 Ambulance – Protection one is partnering with local hospital to identify high
utilizers and complete in home follow up care post discharge to ensure they are directed
to appropriate place to receive their care.

Next Steps:
•
•

•
•

NCECC will provide reviews to EMS partners on initial reports in May 2019 with feedback
on recommended adjustments to reporting metrics
Certified Ambulance Documentation Training to be provided to EMS partners May 17th
and 18th. Focus of training is to help agencies improve accuracy of documentation and
length of time to complete reports.
Department of Health (DOH) coming on site in July to support partners who want to
better utilize Image Trend (WEMSIS) in their organization.
Quarterly reports are due July 2019. NCACH will work with NCECC and partners to
refine project level metrics and utilize those metrics in future quarterly reporting.

Prepared by: John Schapman
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NCACH Project Workgroup Update
Pathways Community HUB
April 2019
Key Updates-April Activities
•
•
•

•

April Pathways Community HUB Advisory Board Meeting Highlights (Detailed agenda
and notes available here)
April PCS/Supervisor Meeting was not held in April due to conference attendance by
AHP staff.
AHP and CCS Teams worked to build bulk upload of client referrals into the system. AHP
team can now upload via .csv files for faster client data entry. The first successful
upload was >180 clients on the back-log list.
Continue to work with all ACH HUB Directors and Managers on process standardization
across all HUBs.

•

Grant Integrated Services PCS completed the CCS CHW training the second week in April and is
receiving client referrals from the HUB.

•

Continuing conversations of Referral Partner Contracts with Primary Care Providers.

Program Metrics
Current CLIENT Case Load
CLIENTS
Adult
Pediatric
Pregnant
Senior

Assigned Enrolled
196
13
2
1

34
4
0
0

Total Enrollment
Percentage
17%
31%
0%
0%

Due Diligence
List
162
59
0
0

* Program to date data as of 4-1-2019

Prepared by: Deb Miller
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Updated GROSS Invoicing*
Month
October 2018
November 2018
December 2018
January 2019
February 2019
March 2019

Previously
Reported Gross
$3492*
$3492*
$2700*
$720*
----TOTAL

Actual Gross
(3-12-2019)
$4032
$4104
$4248
$2952
$2088
$4356
$19,692

* Previously Reported Gross Invoicing looks different due to multiple factors
1. No client “payer” defined causing anything done to not show as billable items
2. Billable items not signed by Supervisors
3. Health Homes clients mixed with Pathways HUB clients causing report errors
4. Late entries and submission of documentation

Pathways Report

Prepared by: Deb Miller
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Social Services Pathway-Detail
Oct 2018-Mar 2019
WIC
Utilities Assistance
Transportation Assistance
Other
Legal Assistance
Job/Employment Assistance
Insurance Assistance
Housing Assistance
Housing
Furniture
Food Assistance
Education Assistance
Clothing/Baby Items
Clothing Assistance
Child Assistance
0
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14

Social Service Referral-Initiated
Social Service Referral-Finished Incomplete
Social Service Referral-Complete

Prepared by: Deb Miller
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Medical Referral Pathways Detail
Oct 2018-Mar 2019
Well baby visit
Specialty medical care
Mental Health
0

1

2

Medical Referral Initiated
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9

Medical Referral Finished Incomplete

Medical Referral Completed

Education Pathways Referral-Detail
Oct 2018-Mar 2019
Health Living
Other
Chronic Pain
0

5

10

15

20
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35

40

45

Education Referral-Initiated
Education Referral-Finished Incomplete
Education Referral-Completed

Upcoming Meetings
May 8, 2019 9:00-11:00 a.m.
May 22, 2019 1:00-2:30
June 12, 2019 9:00-11:00 a.m.
June 26, 2019 1:00-2:30

Prepared by: Deb Miller
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PCS/Supervisor Monthly meeting
Pathways Community HUB Advisory Board
PCS/Supervisor Monthly meeting
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Chelan-Douglas Coalition for Health Improvement
Meeting Minutes
3:00 PM to 4:30 PM, April 10, 2019
Introductions-All
Attendance: See Sign In Sheet
North Central Accountable Communities of Health Updates-Brooklyn Holton
● At the board meeting, board members were asked to give progress from the sector they
represent that is related to the Medicaid Transformation.
● Blake Edwards who represents the behavioral health sector has information he would like to
provide the CHI. The information will be emailed to the CHI stakeholder list.
○ The plan is to get more information from board members. The updates will be in person
or emailed to the stakeholders list.
○ At the board meeting, there was a presentation done by the Health Care Authority on
Value Based Payment. The quality of care is based on the value. It was explained how to
use it, the feasibility and reimbursement process. Would the CHI like a summary? Yes.
● The board is still strategizing on the years to come and using OHSU to help with the process.
Community Initiatives Updates-Sahara Suval
● In December 2018, the board passed a motion to invest in local and regional projects. This
funding will channel through the advisory group. There are about 20 people on the advisory
group from around our region. The group meets 2 times a month and is working with OHSU. At
this point, we have a model for the funding process. Chris and Sahara are building tools outside
from the advisory group meetings. The next meeting is the end of this month. We will have a
better idea of the process. Sahara will let the CHI know when the funds can be dispersed
throughout the region. The amount of funds is $450,000 and some decisions still need to be
defined, but we have clearer plan.
● There is no current timeline for when the applications sent out. The governing board will make
the final decisions.
● What is the goal? The CHIs are able to look at the clinical linkage and focus on the Social
Determinants of Health (SDOH). Most of the focus of the NCACH is around clinical health. The
goal of the CHI is to bring in non-clinical partners, since most of someone’s health happens
outside of the doctor’s offices.
CHI Subcommittee Updates-Brooklyn Holton and Kelsey Gust
● The Chelan-Douglas Coalition for Health Improvement is hosting Chelan-Douglas Rides to Work
Town Halls around the two counties. We want the community to bring ideas and solutions.
● The Chelan-Douglas CHI has another subcommittee focusing on funds for emergent needs for
transportation. The subcommittee is working on a pilot project with Oxford House.
● Town halls will help with the community funds group.
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●

●

Discussion● If someone with special needs, are they are able to attend to attend the town halls?
Yes, any community member is welcome to attend.
We are looking at social determinants of health and those affected are minorities and rural. It is
important to have an interpreter at the town halls.
○ We had interpreter at the Wenatchee and Leavenworth town halls.
It is important to have the town halls available in Spanish.
○ The subcommittee was offered with the idea about having another town hall in
Wenatchee. Possibly work with Parque Padrinos. Also the subcommittee has been
working on having an interpreter at each of the town halls.

Action Plan Activity-All
● Attendees were divided into 4 groups. The groups created action plans to move forward on
focus areas.
Round Table-All
● Opioid Text 211 platform is a resource for anyone who would like more information on opioid
use and treatment facilities. The person just needs to text “OPIOID” to 898211.
● The Workforce Summit is coming up. More information will be emailed through the Interagency
and CHI distribution lists.
● The North Central Educational Services (NCESD) is working on how to screen for vision through
state grant for kids K through 12. A new director has been hired.
● Early Learning Collaborative would like everyone to know that there is an upcoming Autism
Conference.
● The Community Resource Fair is April 11th, 1-4 PM at the Wenatchee Community Center. There
will be 63 organizations, free sandwiches and free prizes.
● NCACH Annual Summit registration has closed, but for those registered it will be an impactful
event.
Thank you for attending the CHI meeting.
Meeting adjourned
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Grant County Coalition for Health Improvement (CHI)
Meeting Minutes

April 9, 2019
Attendees: Please see attendance sheet. (small attendance but several attended via phone)
I. Welcome/Introductions (All)
•
Notice: Attendance sheet includes CHI voting members at the beginning of the
attendance sheet. Please initial by your name. If you have not signed a charter, and you
would like to be a voting member, please contact Laina.
II. Community Partnership for Transition Solutions and Opioid Update (Christal)
•
Christal sent a flyer around explaining CPTS. She discussed Oxford house coming to
Okanogan County.
•

Opioid Conference: 325 attendees from across the region
o

Grant County only had two sites: Moses Lake and Grand Coulee, will work on getting
more sites for future activities like this.

o

Many great ideas came from the various groups; big prevention focus, school-based
activities, peer-led activities, support for family members with SUD or OUD

o



111 Narcan kits were distributed



Moses Lake group struggled to identify champions for projects identified. It
seems like great ideas came out during the discussion however, people did not
volunteer to spearhead the potential projects.
Follow up steps: ACH will convene monthly calls with facilitators to work on
sustainable momentum.

III. NCACH Board and Funding Update
•
Governing Board approved funding for local health initiatives (Sahara)
o
Sahara shared that we have an advisory board and they are working to have more
information for our next meeting.
o
Advisory board developed models for funding. CHI will be able to help shape projects
in come capacity.

Currently building out draft LOI

Theresa asked that the ACH look at ways to market to smaller, grassroots
organizations, not making the application too cumbersome so these groups are not
deterred from applying
•
Kyle discussed TCDI meetings will be every other month, EMS partners have signed an
MOU
•

He went into detail regarding the Value Based Payment model and had some information
for the group to look at, if interested
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•

Kyle also discussed the NCACH Participation Survey and that the top “issues” in the
region were; transportation, access to behavioral health, access to food and clinical care.

IV. Suicide Prevention Taskforce and Homeless Taskforce Updates

Gail Goodwin shared with us about the last two meetings that the Suicide Task
Force and Theresa Adkinson also shared some information as well.

The Suicide Task Force had a meeting with about 25 people attending, they
discussed the need we had in our area many agreed they needed training.

QPR training will be held at the next taskforce meeting

Theresa shared about the table top discussion and the need of a response team
and to be able to identify what type of training is needed.

Crisis Plan and a Tabletop exercise will be held with the School District,
Grant County Health District and GrIs this June to help identify gaps

Royal Area Group had the QPR training and invited Molina Healthcare to join
them

This coalition is being led by the Royal City School District with
community involvement; 14 people signed up for the QPR training
•
Gail also provided updates from the Homeless Taskforce


Updates were provided from Project Homeless Connect held in January

New Hope coordinated vendors and providers to be available that day at
Our Lady of Fatima Church

143 meals were served

16 vendors participated and contributed to the event

Vendors/providers met with over 100 people during the 3 hour event

Despite the fact that homelessness is more visible in Grant County, we
continue to see a decrease in the number of unsheltered individuals:82
were counted this year, compared to 88 in 2018 and 110 in 2017.

GRANT COUNTY CHI CHARTER! Encourage to invite additional partners.
V. Meeting Adjourned
•
Next meeting in May.
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Okanogan Coalition for Health Improvement
Meeting Notes
March 28th, 2019, 12:00 PM to 2:00 PM
Introduction-All
Attendance- SEE SIGN IN SHEET
The Okanogan County CHI is holding a reproductive health panel. This is an important topic to discuss
and for us to figure out a solution.
North Central Accountable Community of Health (NCACH) Updates-Sahara Suval and Mike Beaver
● The Advisory Group for the community initiative funding has been meeting and making progress
on the application process and criteria of the funding.
● The NCACH Summit will take place on April 11th, at Big Bend in Moses Lake.
● john a. powell from the Haas Institute will be the keynote speaker on targeted universalism and
othering and belonging.
● The Opioid Response Conference had 2 keynote speakers and then moved onto local discussion
to complete action plans with project champions. This was done with a new conferencing
model and the locations were throughout the region. A Narcan training was held after the
conference at each location.
Reproductive Health Panel-Facilitator Lauri Jones
● Recently, there was an infant death from congenital syphilis. This is a serious issue and the
infant had no prenatal care. This is the second case in Okanogan County. Previously, we had
staff that would do home visits for 6 months. Due to funding and outcome measures the
funding has been cut. There is a huge gap in prenatal care. Some OBs do not have a lot of time
for prenatal care. We know that several years ago Master’s of Public Health students looked at
the school districts reproductive education. Most of the schools had some type of reproductive
health.
●

Three Rivers Hospital and North Valley HospitalThe hospitals are similar and different. Both have challenges with providing care. The hospitals
are critical access care and acute care. The hospitals do not provide everything. One thing the
hospitals currently provide is OB care for children that are born in our hospitals. People are
happy to come to the hospital when it is for a birth. We like being able to have OB care at the
hospitals. People want us to keep the OB unit. Providing OB care costs a lot. The cost of care is
not making enough money. The funding is hard to keep. We are struggling to find providers.
There will be a Board meeting to decide how to move forward. Are we willing to subsidize
care? We believe we offer great care. The rooms are beautiful and highly valued. We are torn
about the dilemma.
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●

There are 1000 OB GYNs in the United States that can do c-sections. From that small amount
we have to get those Doctors to come to Okanogan County.

Discussion:
● With 40,000 populations can you have 3 hospitals? No, it has never been affordable.
● Would you have any data for neonatal care? Not off the top of my head.
Room One● 4 years ago we wanted to support the clinical bases.
● Some of the topics that Room One provides support for girls groups, classes on bullying and
advocacy healthy relationships. It is all evidence-based and medically accurate sexual health
education classes. 18 young people are in a youth leadership council and there are youth story
projects.
● Youth homelessness system building-health disparities such as homelessness play a part in
health.
● There are clinic trainings on youth friendly practices, free plan b and pregnancy test. Title X
support clinics and working collaboratively.
● Room One provides “Know your rights cards.”
● Highlighted Barriers: Title X and health systems are challenging. Implementation for
evidence-based medically-accurate sexual health education. Fear around the programs
provided. Room One’s belief is that young people should talk to family and who they trust when
making decisions. It is hard for youth to know what is going on with their bodies. So it is
important to educate youth on healthy relationships, drugs and alcohol use.
Mid-Valley Hospital● Rural Hospitals have closed the doors. It is all about volumes. We need to put our resources
where it will be sustainable and reliable. Part of what makes a community are hospitals, schools
and fire department. At the clinic we have 2 board certified Doctors.
● One of the barriers is transportation. Trango put a bus stop outside of our clinic.
● What can the CHI do? We can get more education out to everyone in the community.
Discussion:
● Do you do routine drug testings for pregnancies? On some people.
● Do you have STI numbers? We have a discrepancy with data at this time.
● We talk about only having 2 OBs that do a C-Sections, especially emergency. The doctors from
out of town are looking for volumes and we just have that.
DCYF- Child Protective Services● We access child services, and we are dealing with chronic neglect and trying to figure out
deeper issues. Depending on the situations, they need a court intervention. Children that have
medical issues and lack of services can then get their needs met. We are doing social work and
need more of the medical aspect though. Education for the employees of DCYF and medical
reports are important. We have had a lot of baby exposed to drug.
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●

Providers from Seattle Children’s consult with us to help breakdown the medical issues like
diabetic. There are Neonatal issues.

Molina● Planned Parenthood is not up here, but I am happy to hear Room One is doing so much in the
community. Molina provides health Incentives from the beginning of pregnancy. There are built
in incentives and gift cards for prenatal appointments. Also, incentives for postpartum, little kids
and wellness checks up to 21 years old. Molina offers free cervical cancer screenings and other
services, such as helping to quit smoking. Other offers are free cell phone for members and
Amazon Prime rates are cut.
Coordinated Care● There are different programs that Coordinated Care provides. To receive weekly messages
about pregnancy and baby care the member can use the text4baby program. To help prevent
preterm delivery there is the 17P program. Puff Pregnancy offers information about smoking
risks, while pregnant. For high risk pregnancy an OB nurse will do home visits with the Home
Monitoring program. Also, NICU educations and supply kit for any family who has a baby in the
NICU. Along with those programs, Coordinated Care care provides high quality electric breast
pump.
Amerigroup● Coverage for labor and delivery, includes midwives. There are maturity milestones and
circumcision can be included.
Discussion● What has been the needs in juvenile detention? We used to take youth to family planning in
Okanogan. We have youth in the community that are high risk and need access to care and
education. There are efforts on outreach to those youth.
● Trauma affected students need support with insight and discussions.
● Are you training teachers on ACEs and Resiliency?
○ Jesus has brought Family Health Centers staff to train us. Omak School District is
working on ACEs and Resiliency. It is going to take everyone's help. We created the
Coalition to make a change. Thank you Lauri Jones for your leadership in our
community.
● At Spring, Family Health Centers (FHC) is going to have a dental mobile unit and expand to a
medical mobile unit. Healthcare is what we do well. There will be trainings to help influence
behavior change.
● KOMO has produced a document called “Seattle is Dying” and everyone should watch it. It is
not a homeless problem, it is a drug problem. There are different places using MAT.
● One gap on parenting is not having father classes. Childbirth classes and boot camp for dads.
How do we get our community involved?
● NCACH could potentially help with title X funding. Engage NCACH to be supporters. Could we
engage the NCACH to be a funder?
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There is the Coalition for Family and Children. United Way wants to be part of these efforts and
support it.
There needs to be more education because that makes a big impact on health. There is going to
be 6 Family Planning at Family Health Centers.
As we are having discussion around OB in Okanogan, are there other models we can look at?
There are states that have done innovated OB centers. Some perspective is we get everything
and should not pay for anything. The focus is on hospitals and highest contributors on cost. Do
we provide everything for everyone? Are we willing to pay for it. Do we offer services only to
some? Collaboration between hospitals is a big thing and need support from this community.
Nothing stops us from collaborating, but being able to share staff we would have to cross
districts.
○ Identifying the high risk and work on the prenatal aspect is critical. There are good ideas
for the future, but we need to see what happens right now. The hospital only makes
0.48 cents on the dollar. This group is doing a great job on figuring out what to do as a
community. Feedback and guidance is very useful. Policy is something that the CHI can
help us do. Okanogan County is 3rd biggest county in the United States. Three Rivers
has a huge district area.
○ Physicians are hard to recruit, but it is community that gets the physicians here. Having
good school districts is important for people to want to move to an area.
Are CHI and NCACH able to work policies more? It needs to be done for the community.
With the NCACH we talk about HUB Model and restructuring. The CHI is the advocacy arm from
the NCACH and data needs to utilized. We need better use of data around Health issues. Then
the CHI can be the advocate. It is hard to make change and policy without data.
There needs to be a bridge for economic employment. As a company they benefit from a
healthcare system. There needs to be partnership with employers.
Attendees would like to see if we could do more work at different parts of the County.
This space is the community forum. The CHI is the local level voice and we want guidance the
Leadership wants guidance from the group.
It is important to try to get journalist involved to get the work written into the newspaper.

Thank you to the panel for participating.
Meeting adjourned
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CHI Community Initiatives Funding Update
CHI Community Initiatives Advisory Group
May 2019
Key Meeting Outcomes
•

•

•

To date, the Advisory Group has identified: key project focus areas, eligibility
requirements, required project qualities, preferred project applicants, project
award tiers and required elements, and application review processes.
The Advisory Group has green-lit an application submission and review process,
which includes opportunities for feedback and review from the full CHI
membership. Process refinement is currently underway. More information
regarding the proposed application submission and review process will be shared
with the Governing Board during the May 31st Governing Board retreat.
Based on current projections, the Advisory Group anticipates the funding
applications will open to community partners in July 2019, with two distinct
project application review cycles to occur through late 2019 and into early 2020.

Upcoming Meetings
May 22, 2019
June - TBD
June - TBD

Advisory Group Meeting
Advisory Group Meeting
Advisory Group Meeting

Attachments: None

1

Prepared by: Sahara Suval
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Program Evaluation Update
April 2019
Key Updates











In July 2018, the Governing Board approved a contract with the Center for Community
Health and Evaluation (CCHE) to support an initial exploratory phase around designing an
evaluation plan for NCACH’s transformation projects.
o This exploratory phase involved in-person meetings with project staff and resulted in
an evaluation strategy document in November 2018 outlining potential evaluation
activities.
The Governing Board approved funding for continued evaluation activities as part of the
2019 NCACH Budget proposal.
Staff reviewed CCHE’s summary of potential evaluation activities and identified other
resources that can support this work with the goal of determining where CCHE can
complement and add value.
o Note that North Sound ACH and NCACH are working with Public Health Seattle King
County (PHSKC) to discuss a process and outcome evaluation design of the Pathways
HUB model. Other ACHs engaged CORE for this work. PHSKC would not contribute to
any qualitative activities (e.g. focus groups, stakeholder interviews), and this is an
area where CCHE could play a complementary role.
Staff developed a draft driver diagram articulating what NCACH is trying to accomplish
globally. This global approach will promote cross-project evaluation activities and metrics.
(see attached)
Beginning January 2019, initiated monthly evaluation team check-ins with Christina Clarke
(CCMI), Kathy Reims (CSI) and Allen Cheadle (CCHE) to keep all the micro quality
improvement activities and macro evaluation activities connected.
Staff continue with the holistic and phased approach to designing and implementing an
evaluation plan. As NCACH moves into the next stage, a new CCHE contract will be signed by
May 2019. (see attached)

Attachments:
1. NCACH driver diagram overview
2. Draft Design Phase proposal from CCHE

Prepared by: Caroline Tillier | April 23, 2019
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NCACH
What are we trying to accomplish?

The North Central Accountable Community of Health’s work is motivated by an overarching
vision that every resident of our 4-county region has an opportunity to reach whole person
health, a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being. We know that a person’s
state of health is influenced by much more than the health care they receive. Health is affected by
health care, genetics, environmental factors (such as housing, employment) and personal behaviors
(such as diet, exercise, substance abuse, etc.)
Our charge is to engage a variety of stakeholders (Medicaid beneficiaries, health and social service
providers, payers, and other community members) and support, align, and resource their efforts
and activities. By promoting collaborative partnerships, building capacity among these partners, and
supporting innovative solutions, we will build a stronger and lasting network of care that promotes
whole person health and wellness across our region. As a result of our collective efforts, residents of
our region will receive more coordinated care and more seamless access to the services they need
to realize their whole person health.

What changes can we make that will result in improvement?

NCACH is coordinating the following changes at a systems-level in order to achieve our vision.

A. Strengthen network of services (both medical and social) that
contribute to whole person health
1. Improve coordination between service providers
2. Promote collaboration between service providers
3. Support integration of services
4.

Build capacity within network that promotes best practices and sustainability
under value based payment arrangements

5. Promote payment mechanisms that support and sustain the delivery of whole

person health

B. Improve responsiveness of the network of medical and social service
providers to promote whole person health
1. Ensure that interventions are aligned with community needs
2. Promote community access to network of services

Detailed tactics have been hidden in this high-level version of our driver diagram.
Tactics cut across our MTP projects as well as other efforts, including CHIs and SDOH.
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North Central Accountable Community of Health – Scope of Work
Center for Community Health and Evaluation
4/23/19

Background
Systematic evaluation of North Central ACH (NCACH) Medicaid Transformation projects can contribute
to their success by providing information about progress and impact and identifying potential areas for
improvement. However, given resource constraints and potential reporting burden on partners, only a
subset of project activities will likely be selected for more in‐depth evaluation. The Center for
Community Health and Evaluation (CCHE) has been working with NCACH to help identify the most cost‐
effective evaluation activities following a three step process:
1. Initial exploratory phase ‐ learning more about the Transformation projects, evaluation goals,
and available resources and creating a strategy document for moving forward
2. Design phase – selecting activities for more in‐depth evaluation and creating detailed evaluation
plans, with evaluation questions, indicators, data sources, and analysis and dissemination plans
3. Implementation phase – moving forward with the selected evaluation activities, gathering data
and generating results
The initial exploratory phase has been completed; this proposal outlines the CCHE approach to the
design phase of the work.

Proposed Activities
Based on the initial exploratory phase, three tasks have been identified for further CCHE involvement:
 Task 1 – Identify metrics for the NCACH driver diagram. NCACH is developing a driver diagram
to provide a high‐level overview of factors impacting Transformation project outcomes,
particularly those related to cross‐organization collaboration, communication, and referrals.
CCHE will identify metrics and potential data sources for the driver diagram
 Task 2 – Design an approach to qualitative data collection. CCHE will identify opportunities for
gathering qualitative data through interviews and focus groups that provide a big‐picture
understanding of successes, challenges, and barriers. These opportunities will be prioritized for
implementation based on feasibility/cost/likely benefit. NCACH will also ask project leads to flag
specific project‐level questions that they would want explored using qualitative data.
 Task 3 – Build evaluation plans for areas of in‐depth evaluation. CCHE will work with NCACH
staff and the QI team to build out evaluation plans for the areas identified for in‐depth
evaluation, including driver‐diagram related metrics and qualitative data collection.
Coordination with other efforts. It will be important to coordinate CCHE’s evaluation work with the QI
team and the NCACH staff leading the Transformation projects, in order to avoid duplication and to
ensure that information is used most effectively. In addition, we will coordinate qualitative and other
data collection with the statewide Medicaid Transformation evaluation being conducted by Oregon
Health Sciences University, since they will also be conducting interviews with key NCACH stakeholders.

Deliverables
The specific deliverables will be identified after more details about the CCHE scope have been
determined; the following are some preliminary ideas:
 Task 1 – Driver diagram metrics– a spreadsheet with draft metrics for each of the driver diagram
elements
 Task 2 ‐ Qualitative evaluation – proposed qualitative data gathering and analysis plan, both
overall and for each selected Transformation project
 Task 3 – Evaluation plans – Draft and final plans for each area identified for in‐depth evaluation
1
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Budget
We propose an overall budget of $25,000 for the evaluation design phase, based on an estimate of the
staff hours and travel needed to complete the evaluation design activities outlined in the section above.

Timeline
Table 1 gives an approximate timeline for the this work during 2019.
Table 1. Evaluation design phase timeline
2019

Tasks
May

June

x

x

July

Aug

x

x

x
x

x

Sep

Oct

Task 1: Driver design metrics
Draft metrics, explore potential data sources
Gather feedback, finalize metrics

Task 2 ‐ Qualitative evaluation
Define overall high‐level qualitative questions
Gather additional questions from project leads
Draft qualitative data collection and analysis plan
Gather feedback and finalize plan

x
x

x
x
x

Task 3 – Evaluation plans
Create template for evaluation plans
Draft evaluation plans based on Tasks 1 & 2
Gather feedback and finalize evaluation plans

x
x

x
x

x

CCHE capability statement
CCHE is part of Kaiser Permanente Washington Health Research Institute, which is nationally recognized
for research on the delivery of health services and outcomes of health care. Based in Seattle,
Washington, CCHE serves foundations and health organizations throughout the United States. Aided by
an extensive network of long‐term affiliations with individual experts, universities, and other health care
institutions, CCHE has pioneered many of the techniques today considered standard in evaluation of
community‐based interventions, such as case study methodology, use of logic models, and innovative
approaches to measuring the community environment.
CCHE has extensive experience conducting evaluations, with an emphasis on projects that involve
collaboration and participatory approaches and promote program improvement. The approach
proposed is drawn from CCHE’s over twenty years of experience providing consultation and evaluation
services to foundations, healthcare organizations, and nonprofits.
Robust experience evaluating Washington’s ACHs. For the past three years, CCHE was been the
statewide evaluation partner for Washington’s Accountable Community of Health (ACH) initiative,
funded through the State Innovation Model grant. CCHE worked closely with Healthier Washington staff
and ACHs across the state to understand and support ACH development and continuously improve the
initiative. Through this work, CCHE has developed a deep knowledge of the Medicaid Transformation,
projects and measures, as well as best practices and the challenges ACHs face in working within this
Initiative.
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